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Preliminary Description:
This collection comprises the professional papers of Philip McGuire documenting his work and research. McGuire was appointed Assistant Commissioner for Programs and Policy at the NYPD in 1995, in that position he commanded the Crime Analysis and Program Planning Section. He worked for the NYPD for 27 years, previously in the office of the Police Commissioner and the Office of Management Analysis and Planning (OMAP). In the 1980s, he was director and chief analyst of the NYPD Crime Analysis Unit. From 1981-1993 McGuire was a member of the NYPD Civilian Complaint Review Board. He has also been an instructor at John Jay College and CUNY in the graduate programs in Criminal Justice and Public Management.

This preliminary inventory is based upon notations on the boxes themselves, with cursory glances inside the boxes. The files appear to be in 5 series: Series 1 consists of 11 boxes/linear feet of well-labeled files on professional activities and projects. They are grouped by decade but do not appear to be in any other order. Series 2: consists of 9 boxes/linear feet appearing to be research studies. Series 3: consists of 6 boxes/linear feet of two subseries of ‘special topics’ appearing to be subject files of research (many photocopies) on various topics. Series 4: consists of oversized 11x17 computer printouts, probably relating to crime analysis. Series 5: is comprised of publications in 17 boxes/linear feet, some of which duplicate our holdings, but there are undoubtedly important NYPD reports that we do not yet have. These publications date from the 1960s through the 2000s.

In addition to the publications in Series 5, photocopies, printouts and reports are scattered throughout the files – in total comprising perhaps 50% of the collection. These will probably be removed and cataloged or de-accedioned according to the donor’s wishes. Size of the collection after processing will probably be closer to 30-25 linear feet.
Box Listing (as received):

Series 1: Office Files

1. 1970s
2. 1970s
3. 1980s
4. 1980s
5. 1980s
6. 1990s
7. 1990s
8. 1990-2000s
9. 2000s
10. miscellaneous
11. 1980s – 1970s

Series 2: Research Studies

1. 26-30 clustering ALY vs Fed prosecution study prosec study
2. 26-30 clustering ALY vs Fed prosecution study prosec study
3. Parole/career criminal case aug enhanced studies (see also box 10)
4. Visualization and analysis techniques
5. Visualization and analysis techniques
6. Crime analytics 1970-80s
7. old analytics 1970-80s
8. old analytics 1970-80s
9. old analytics 1970-80
10. Parole/career criminal case aug enhanced studies (see also box 3)
11. Youth Crime
12. Youth Crime
13. 1981 Rob. study
15. Year end and 25 CIT. strategy strat. Vict. Survey
16. youth crime and school safety div. history
17. youth crime and school safety div. history

Series 3: Special Topics (research files)

1. (old) special topics I
2. (old) special topics I
3. (old) special topics I
4. Special Topics II
5. Special Topics II
6. Special Topics II

Series 4: Computer printouts (Compstat?)

1. BURG 1 – printouts by precinct
2. BURG 1 – printouts by precinct
3. CAPPS 1980s early 90s

Series 5: Publications
1. *Source Book of Criminal Justice Statistics*
2. *Source Book of Criminal Justice Statistics*
3. IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers) journals and other publications
4. IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers) journals and other publications
5. IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers) journals and other publications
6. IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers) journals and other publications
7. IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers) journals and other publications
8. CCRB Reports
9. CCRB Reports
10. CCRB Reports
11. NYPD Drug/hair testing
12. Vera Satisfaction survey
13. Miscellaneous reports
14. Historical reports – miscellaneous
15. 1970-80s miscellaneous research reports
16. NYC RAND reports 1970s
17. Conferences and workshops – miscellaneous